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Fate Of The SEC In-House Court: Careful What You Wish For 

By Matthew Solomon, Alexander Janghorbani and Richard Cipolla 

Law360, New York (May 23, 2017, 11:01 AM EDT) --  
On Wednesday, the D.C. Circuit will sit en banc to hear arguments regarding the 
constitutionality of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s administrative 
tribunals.[1] This is the latest stop in a string of mounting challenges to this forum 
that seems destined for U.S. Supreme Court review. Over the past couple of years, 
these tribunals have come under withering attack in the courts, in the press and, 
most recently, in Congress. There is near-universal agreement among those 
covering the issue echoing criticisms that the forum unqualifiedly favors the SEC 
and disadvantages defendants. Such attacks appear to have had an effect. At least 
for the foreseeable future, the SEC seems inclined to file virtually all litigation in 
district court. As the D.C. Circuit considers the question, it is an opportune time to 
step back and consider whether the current strong movement away from using the 
administrative forum is universally positive for defendants in SEC cases. 
 
The answer may be more mixed and case-dependent than people realize, as there 
are some benefits available in administrative proceedings not present in civil 
litigation. Chiefly, the scrutiny and skepticism arising from these attacks, coupled 
with recent changes to the rules governing the SEC’s in-house courts, may make 
litigating in administrative tribunals a more viable avenue and opportunity than one 
might expect, even for entity defendants regulated by the SEC. As such, SEC 
defendants and the securities defense bar should carefully consider their positions, 
as the issue is taken up by courts and Congress, before pushing to foreclose the 
forum entirely for contested hearings on liability and remedies and forcing all SEC 
litigation into district court. 
 
Background and Recent Constitutional Challenges 
 
The SEC can elect to bring cases in administrative proceedings (APs) before an SEC 
administrative law judge (ALJ)[2] or in federal district court. APs typically move at a 
faster pace and contain fewer procedural protections for defendants than district 
court proceedings. While the SEC has been able to bring cases in APs for decades, 
until recently the forum was largely relegated to cases involving securities industry 
participants, such as broker-dealers, investments advisers and their associated 
persons. The 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act changed all that and, 
with just a few exceptions, granted the SEC authority to bring all manner of cases in APs and obtain 
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nearly all of the same remedies that it historically could seek only in district court.[3] The SEC's Division 
of Enforcement embraced this authority, and the number of litigated APs increased. As a result, 2010-
2015 saw a 62.5 percent increase in the number of litigated APs filed, while the number of cases 
brought in district court remained flat.[4] 
 
Not surprisingly, AP defendants (known as “respondents”) — and those representing the interests of 
securities professionals generally — pushed back hard against this increased usage. Following reports 
that the AP process was biased because the ALJs, as SEC employees, were more likely to favor the 
Division of Enforcement,[5] respondents’ challenges to the forum itself on constitutional grounds grew. 
 
As a result of these challenges, a split has emerged among the circuit courts on the somewhat esoteric 
question of whether the SEC ALJs are “inferior officers.” Under the Constitution’s appointments clause, 
“inferior officers” must be appointed by the president, courts of law, or the heads of departments.[6] 
Thus, if a court finds that SEC ALJs — which are hired by the Office of Administrative Law Judges as 
opposed to being appointed by the chair of the commission — are “inferior officers,” then it follows that 
their hiring was unconstitutional. In Bandimere v. SEC, a divided panel of the Tenth Circuit held that 
ALJs’ appointments violated the appointments clause. 844 F.3d 1168 (10th Cir. 2016), reh’g en banc 
denied (10th Cir. May 3, 2017). The D.C. Circuit, on the other hand, upheld the constitutionality of the 
appointment process, but is now reconsidering the matter en banc.[7] Other circuits have sidestepped 
challenges to the ALJ’s authority as procedurally premature.[8] Thus, this issue seems likely to ultimately 
end up before the Supreme Court.[9] 
 
The Reality of Litigating in APs 
 
Regardless of how the court ultimately resolves this constitutional issue,[10] the SEC has been forced to 
stop bringing APs in the Tenth Circuit in the wake of Bandimere, and appears to have determined to 
reduce dramatically the number of litigated proceedings brought before ALJs elsewhere as well. In fact, 
since the Bandimere decision in December 2016, the SEC appears to have brought only two litigated 
cases as APs[11] that also could have been filed in district court.[12] This steep decrease in litigated APs 
raises questions of whether that forum is, in reality, universally worse for respondents than similar civil 
cases in district court. The focus on all of the perceived procedural failings of APs has left little room to 
consider their potential upside for certain defendants. A number of factors suggest that APs are neither 
universally bad for respondents, nor good for the Division of Enforcement, compared to district court. 
 
The Criticisms of ALJ Bias Appear Overblown 
 
The genesis of the controversy over the SEC’s use of APs after Dodd-Frank largely stems from press 
reports that the SEC was steering more cases toward APs because it had an unfair home-court 
advantage.[13] However, more recent reports cast doubt on that argument.[14] According to one 
report, between 2007 and 2015, the Division of Enforcement won liability in 89.8 percent of the 167 APs 
that it litigated.[15] For the same period in district court, by contrast, the SEC won 92.7 percent of 484 
cases at either summary judgment or trial.[16] Even when considering the constitutional question, one 
judge was careful to note the credentials of the SEC ALJ assigned to the underlying case.[17] To be sure, 
the SEC likely enjoys some benefit from litigating on its own turf, but it does not seem to be creating the 
overwhelming home-court advantage that commentators have made it out to be. Thus, although the 
criticism that SEC ALJs are biased in favor of the agency is difficult conclusively to disprove, it does 
appear to be somewhat overblown. 
 
Recent SEC Procedural Changes Do More to Level the Playing Field 



 

 

 
In addition to the argument that ALJs were inherently biased in the Enforcement Division’s favor, some 
respondents and many in the defense bar have complained that the “rocket docket” time frames in APs 
created unfair advantages for the division, because, unlike respondents, it has substantial time pre-filing 
to investigate and prepare its case for trial. However, in response to these criticisms, in August 2016, the 
SEC adopted new rules of practice[18] governing the AP process for the first time since 1995. Critics 
immediately panned the changes as not going far enough to level the playing field.[19] Nonetheless, 
these rule changes contain several new and important protections for respondents. 
 
For one thing, the new rules significantly expanded discovery rights for AP respondents by, for example, 
granting the right to take up to seven depositions under certain circumstances.[20] The amendments 
also relaxed, for the more complex cases, the compressed time frames for the pre-hearing period — the 
period between the SEC filing the case and the administrative trial — from approximately four months 
to 10.[21] Further, the new rules explicitly allow for the filing of pre-hearing dispositive motions, akin to 
motions to dismiss and motions for summary judgment, first after the division files its charging 
document and, again, following discovery.[22] 
 
Additionally, as before, APs retain significant pro-defense protections, borrowed from the criminal 
context, that are unavailable to defendants in district courts. AP critics tend to ignore these protections, 
but savvy litigators can use them to great effect, just like in a criminal case. For example, the division is 
required to produce “exculpatory evidence”[23] akin to Brady[24] materials, well in advance of any 
hearing. Likewise, upon demand, the division must produce to the defense any prior statements of its 
witness.[25] And, the division is required to turn over its entire investigative file without the need to 
resort to expensive discovery,[26] resulting in almost certainly lower defense costs in the AP context. 
While this may provide cold comfort in “bet the company” litigation, in smaller, more technical cases, 
this may provide a real benefit. 
 
Outcomes Can Be Worse in District Court: Recent AP Decisions and Court Cases 
 
When considering juries, penalties, disgorgement awards, injunctions and bars, it is also far from clear 
that litigating AP respondents fare worse than defendants who fight the SEC in district court. In fact, the 
opposite may well be true. Federal judges in recent years have handed out some of the most onerous 
remedies against individuals and corporations in the commission’s history. 
 
Consider SEC v. Wyly, a case currently on appeal in the Second Circuit after the district court finalized a 
disgorgement amount of almost $200 million based partly upon the ruling that nondisclosure of 
beneficial ownership in certain trusts may have caused the IRS to miscalculate taxes (even the IRS had 
not decided yet), and thus the avoided taxes were “causally related” to securities violations.[27] It is 
hard to see an SEC ALJ attempting to give such direction to another federal agency such as the court did 
to the IRS in Wyly. Courts have also been willing to impose significant remedies even where defendants 
were strictly liable or only negligent.[28] Further, in a trial in district court, defendants must attempt to 
persuade jurors, who may have biases against securities industry participants — due to wealth or status 
— that are irrelevant to the SEC’s actual charges. 
 
By contrast, there are numerous recent examples where ALJs gave the Division of Enforcement only 
modest relief, or no relief at all, compared to what the division requested, even when finding that 
respondents intentionally violated the federal securities laws.[29] In other cases, ALJs have been 
unwilling to go along with the SEC’s methods. 
 



 

 

In one example, after the ALJ called the SEC’s original theory of benefit a “wildly exaggerated belief” he 
permitted the respondent to pursue attorneys’ fees against the SEC, even though the respondent was 
found liable for causing a securities law violation.[30] Moreover, in a recent insider trading case, the ALJ 
disagreed with the SEC’s circumstantial evidence and instead credited the respondents’ own testimony 
when finding no liability.[31] On similar grounds, the same ALJ denied liability in a case regarding an 
advisers’ purported failure to disclose conflicts.[32] The division also recently lost a significant insider 
trading case against a Wells Fargo trader.[33] Thus, ALJs have shown in several recent decisions a 
willingness to take the division to task and to credit the testimony of respondents where they believe 
that the division has failed to meet its burden.[34] 
 
Changes on the Horizon 
 
As noted above, the Supreme Court will likely examine some of the processes around APs. Barring the 
Supreme Court completely invalidating the AP process, any decision is unlikely to fundamentally change 
the procedural rules governing APs. It may, however, shape how the commission chooses to use APs, if 
for no other reason than to counteract negative public perceptions. Congress, moreover, has also set its 
sights on APs. Pending legislation would provide respondents in SEC administrative proceedings an 
automatic right of removal to district court and raise the standard of proof in APs to “clear and 
convincing evidence”[35] from the current “preponderance of the evidence” standard.[36] These would 
be significant changes and may cause the SEC to permanently shy away from using the administrative 
forum. 
 
Another reality is that, even if the Supreme Court and Congress do nothing, APs may change significantly 
simply because of the changing makeup of the commission. One current commissioner has spoken 
harshly about APs,[37] and there are currently two vacancies. There is no reason to think that, under the 
current administration, the president will choose future Republican commissioners[38] who are more 
disposed toward the administrative forum. This is potentially significant, because the commissioners 
both sign off on initiating proceedings and sit as the first level of appellate review when respondents 
challenge an ALJ’s initial decision.[39] Respondents can further appeal adverse decisions by the 
commission in their choice of the court of appeals for District of Columbia or to the court of appeals in 
the circuit where they reside.[40] 
 
What Kind of Cases Should End Up Before an ALJ? 
 
There is no doubt that fundamental differences remain between litigating in APs and in district court. 
Even with an extended time frame, APs still generally move more rapidly than federal cases, which may 
disadvantage many respondents.[41] Discovery remains limited, and respondents are still missing the 
full panoply of protections from the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures and the Federal Rules of Evidence. 
If the goal is to utilize all of these protections and time available to prepare an appropriate defense to 
fight “bet the company” litigation, APs are unlikely to be preferable to district court. However, each case 
is different, and the singular focus on those differences is somewhat overblown. Rather, the issue is 
whether the total exclusion of APs in favor of the federal forum is the preferred outcome. 
 
It is in fact unclear that the federal forum is always preferable, given recent procedural changes and 
further potential for change on the horizon. Some respondents may benefit from the speed, efficiency 
and potential cost savings that the forum brings. This may be particularly true in cases where 
respondents face nonscienter charges or highly technical cases and, thus, could benefit from the 
presence of a decision maker familiar with the federal securities laws, who may not be moved by 
emotional overtures often made to juries. Another context in which respondents may benefit from 



 

 

having their case heard before an ALJ is in a so-called “bifurcated” settlement, where the parties agree 
not to dispute liability, but wish to litigate the question of remedies. This is because ALJs are often less 
willing to impose harsh remedies than district judges. Finally, it should be noted that APs often receive 
less press attention than large civil trials.[42] 
 
For the moment, the future of APs remains unclear. Given the negative press, the SEC might, on its own 
initiative, revert back to the pre-Dodd-Frank practice of bringing APs primarily against industry 
participants and for nonscienter and technical charges. Except now, there would be additional 
procedural protections and focus on maintaining fairness that could be beneficial for respondents 
willing to fight it out in these proceedings. In any event, it seems clear that the conventional wisdom 
that district court is the only viable forum to litigate against the SEC is exaggerated. 
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